
* *  ADVISEMENT  * *
Read instructions completely prior to
starting installation. All InDash Mounts
are designed so that after installation, phone
is facing normal driver position for left-
hand drive vehicles. This mount is not
designed to be used in foreign countries
with right-hand drive vehicles. Use extreme
care when working around the plastic
components on the dash.  Excess force, can
cause breakage of  the plastic components.
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MOUNTING LOCATION:
Right side of radio/display J R
TOOLS REQUIRED:
Dash Tool, Hook Tool
Phillips Screwdriver
PARTS  INCLUDED:
(1)S7-2055, (1)S7-1932(75001)
(2)-A-#8x9/16" Needle Pt Screw
(2)-O- 8/32" Acorn Nuts, Tape

 PART#: 75107-313
 MFG: FORD

 MODELS & YEARS:
F-150  2013-2014

W/O  Console (Pg.1)
W/ Console (Pg.2)

With or Without NAV Screen

STEP #1: With console: . Try to install the same as below. If unable, see page 2.
Without console start here: With Dash tool partially release the left side of the
bezel to right of the Radio, that has the air vents, power outlet, and cubby. Pry with
Dash Tool starting at the edge to the left of the cubby to release (1 or 2) clips.
Continue up the edge to release as many left side clips as possible. Do not need to
remove the bezel completely from the bottom. Just enough to get InDash Mount in
place. See picture. NOTE: You can not remove the right side air vent assembly
You would need to remove the air bag assembly first, which is not necessary
to install the InDash by PanaVise Mount.

STEP #2: Install supplied tape in the location shown on the picture, and trim to fit.
Place the InDash by PanaVise Mount to the left of the power outlet cavity, and it
straddles the clip slot and leaves space for the clip to be inserted all the way. Install
the (2) screws into the dash with the Phillips Screwdriver.

STEP #3: Snap the bezel back in place securely. Install the Top part of the InDash
by PanaVise Mount (75001) with the (2) Acorn nuts.

INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE.  ENJOY YOUR NEW INDASH by PANAVISE MOUNT.

InDash installed showing
location w/NAV

Bottom part of InDash in-
stalled. Notice clip location.

Tape location install.

InDash installed showing
location w/Radio

Showing  method of holding
open bezel to install mount.
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W/console start here: .
STEP#1: Remove the front panel to console finish panel, releasing (2) clips.
Remove the shifter console top by lifting up from the back to release the top as a
complete unit. Tilting all the way up towards the front of the dash and lift off,
releasing (4) total clips, set aside.
STEP #2: Remove the left and right side lower front finish panel pulling out from
the back of the panel to release (2) clips, and pull to the back to release the panel.
STEP#3: Remove the console storage box cover, by opening cover and remove the
(3) lower Torx T30 screws, set cover aside. Lift up on the back of the console
cover at rear cup holders lifting up to release (4) clips.
STEP#4: Move the seats forward and remove the (2) 5/16 floor console rear bolts,
move the seats rearward. Remove the (2) 5/16 (8mm) screws at the front of the
console.
STEP#5: Move the floor console rearward to be able to get at the Right Hand air
vent bezel lower 9/32 (7mm)screw. Completely remove the console top bezel by
releasing (2) more clips at the front of the bezel.
STEP #6: Install supplied protective tape ont the mount in the location shown on the
picture, and trim off excess. See page 1 for picture of tape in place.
STEP #7: Place the InDash by PanaVise Mount to the left of the power outlet
cavity, and it straddles the clip slot and leaves space for the clip to be inserted all
the way. Install the (2) screws into the dash with the Phillips Screwdriver.
STEP #8: Snap the bezel back in place securely. Install the Top part of the InDash
by PanaVise Mount (75001) with the (2) Acorn nuts.
STEP#9: Replace all parts in reverse order. NOTES: Install console top bezel then
slide console forward to snap back in place.

Console finish panel removed

Console cover 3 screws

Console top bezel  screws

Console top bezel  screws

Bottom piece InDash Mount in placeFinal Install Picture w/oNAV


